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CHAPrER
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INTRODUCTION
If education is to be effective it must start with
the child as he is, with his abilities, desires, and his
interests, his needs and problems, and his pattern of
life and conduct.

It must also help him so to organize

his experiences in meeting these needs so that he will
develop a fundamental life purpose that will be socially
desirable and personally satisfying.
A

vocation is the most important factor in the life

of the average individual, consuming the greater part of

his time

and

energy, and largely determining his social

status, the meaning and quality of life, and the happiness he derives from his work and his leisure.

Upon it

depends his economic security, his purchasing po,·1er, and
his standard of living.
School executives are beginning now to realize that
both community and individual needs are better served by
pupils who are prepared vocationally as well as culturally while attending school.

As a consequence of this

recognition, many schools are organizing vocational
guidance programs.
Vocational guidance as we interpret it_today has
grown steadily since its small beginnings in Boston in
1908.

Within the last few years it has come to be
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considered as important that colleges and universities
are giving special courses in one or more phases of
guidance work .
The pioneer in this field is Frank Parsons of
Boston.

The Vocation Bureau of Boston was organized

in 1908 at the Civic Service House with Dr. Parsons
as director. 1 It was on May 1, 1908, that Dr. Parsons
issued his report, in which the tenn "vocational guidance"
was used for the first time.
The aims of the bureau as stated in this report were:
a.

To study the causes of waste which
attend the passing of the unguided
and untrained young people fran
school to work, and to assist in
experiments to prevent this waste.

b.

To help parents, teacherst children,
anJ others in the thoughtrul choosing,
preparing for, and advancing in a
chosen life work.

c.

To work out programs of cooperation
between schools and occupations, for
the purpose of enabling both to make
a socially profitable use of human
talents and opportunities.

d.

To publish vocational studies from
the viewpoint of their educational
and other efficiency requirements,
and of their career building
possibilities.

e.

To conduct a training course for the
qualified men and women who desire
to prepare themselves for vocational
and business establishments.

luyers George E. Principles and Techniques of
Vocational Guidange. 9• 1.
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f.

To maintain a clearing house of
information dealing with life
problems.l

It was the belief of Dr. Parsons that this work
should become a vital part of the public school system.
This was first effected in Boston in 1909.
When the Boston School Committee asked the Bureau
to outline a program of vocational guidance for the
public ~chool system of Boston, this program, put into
effect then, becaue a part of the permanent organization
of the Boston schools, and has remained so, with some
modifications, ever since.
The Boston Vocational Bureau has done much important
work.

Among its activities may be mentioned the following:
1. Establishment of vocational guidance in
the Boston schools, and of training courses for
Boston teachers.
2.

SUmmer-school courses in Harvard University,

1911.t 1912, and 1913; and in the University of
Cal.irornia, 1914 and 1915. Courses in Indiana

University, the State Normal School at Greeley,
Coloradoi• year courses at Boston University beginning 913J and at Teachers College, Columbia
University, beginning 1916-17.
3. Holding of the first National Conference
on Vocational Guidance, in cooperation with the
Boston Chamber of Connnerce, 1910.

4. Publication of the Vocational Guidance
Youth, 1911.

5. Publication of pamphlets and books on
trade, business, and professions.
l<;rant, Boston P. "An Evaluation of the Vocational
Guidance Program in the San Marcus, Texas, Negro High School."
P• 3.
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6. Investigation of vocational guidance in
Europe and Porto Rico 1 and pcrblication of "The
School and the Start 1n Life", 191.4.
7. Organizing of the Boston Employment
Managers• Association, 1911.
8. Publication of "Youth1 School and Vocation"•
and of "Reading in Vocational Guidance", l.915.
'
9. Publication of "Business Employments" and
ttThe Shoe Industry", 1915.
10. Correspondence, conferences, interviews,
lectures, as noted in the list of present activities.I

Boston University established the first department
of vocational guidance in 1914. The Women• s Educationa1 and
Industria1 Union, Boston, offered a course in vocational.
guidance in 1914.

All. these were the direct outgrowth of

the work of Dr. Par-sons and his two successors, Meyer Bloomfield, and Frederick J. Allen.
Since 1918 much progress has been made in the field
of guidance.

The objectives have been enlarged from their

original attempt merely to give assistance in selecting a
vocation and in securing a job; today guidance is based
on a very scientific. procedure.

This includes a systematic

analysis of the individual by means of a scientific technique that makes a program of vocational guidance a very
complex affair.

In other words, the emphasis seems to

have changed from that of finding a vocation and preparing

lBrewer, John M.
PP• 24-25.

The Vocationa].-Guidance Movement.
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the individual for it, to that of helping the individual
to "find himself'" through a study of his interests and
aptitudes on the one hand, and an analysis of the requirements of his chosen vocation on the other.
Besides the National Vocational Guidance Association,
there are today well-organized state departments in New
York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Virginia, each with an
officer who devotes full time to assisting local communities
in the development of guidance programs. 1

The Problem of the Present Investigation
It is the purpose of this study (1) to determine to
what extent the Scholastic program of the Anderson High
School, Austin, Texas, has been of value to the graduates
and droP-outs in providing the incentive for individual
students to become aware of abilities, desires, interests,
needs and patterns -of life and conduct; (2) to propose a
vocational guidance program for Anderson High School so
as to provide for these desires, interests, needs, et
cetera, and (3) to find out if the school has helped
these students meet their needs.

6

Procedures and Techniques
In making this study the records of the Anderson
High School. were examined to determine which pupils
should be used as a basis for getting the desired intormation.

The plan proposed was to examine the occupa-

tiona1 experiences of students who had been out of schoo1
one, three, and five years respectively. It was fe1t
that this group would be sufficient to derive valid
generalizations.
The former student survey blank used in this study
was gotten from the "Job Exp1oration Workbook•• devised
by the Science Research Associates.

The employer inter-

view instruments were devised by the National Association
of Secondary Schooi Principals.
The surveys were taken of a sampling of one hlmdred
e».students.

This group of one hundred students was

divided further into three groups, each of these being
selected on the basis of the time of graduatinn. or
dropping-out.

These three groups were divided into

graduates and drop-outs, and were further subdivided
according to sex, making twelve units for consideration.
Af't.er the surveys were taken, a sampling of twenty of
these same students and their employers were selected to
be interviewed.

7

The Need of This Study
There is not a more vital issue before t.he leading
Negroes in this country, than the problem of bettering
the vocational status of the Negro.

There have been

discussions as to the causes of the empl.oyment difficulties of Negroes, in general.

To a greater extent than

most of us realize, the lack of occupational information
as it pertains to the Negro worker contributes to his
vocational plight. 1
Furthermore, unemployment, greater specialization,
new developnents in our social and political thinking,
increasing urbanization, and man,y other difficult school
responsibilities are all factors which have contributed
to the developnent of guidance programs.
In the light of these facts and the sudden realization of the condition existing among the young people
of my city, the author realizes that a presentation of
the facts found in this study may be instrumental in a
greater show of' interest in the vocational efficiency
of the students of the Anderson High School.

1Everett, Faye P. The Colored Situation.

p. 13.
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Scope
This study was to include a total of 338 students,
210 graduates and 128 drop..outs; but due to the emigration of the students that was brought about as a result
of the war, it was limited to 101 students.

These in

turn were students who had been out of school one, three,
and five years respectively.

It was believed that these

would represent a fair sampling of the entire group.

Related Studies
Af'ter reviewing the proceedings of the Seventh Annual Educational Conference held at the Prairie View
No:nnal and Industrial College, Prairie View, Texas, on
March 20, 1936, one is not only able to recognize the
trend of thought of leaders in the field of Texas Negro
education, but one can see the nature of the educational
problem facing Texas Negroes.
In order to acquaint as many state educators as
possible with significant phases of Negro education in
the Southwest, the administration of the college at
Prairie View called a conference on Negro education in

1930.

The founders selected for the first conference
topic, "The Out-Standing Problems of Negro Education in
Texas"•

The general nature of this topic suggests the
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formation of a background which became an essential basis
for later topics.
The following information presents in

SUJllllary

form

the findings of the Seventh Educational Conference in
analyzing "Vocational Opportunities for Negroes in Texas
and the Character of the Public Schoo1 Curri.culum."
The objectives of the conference were as follows:l
1. To get together a large group of
intelligent white and Negro peopJ.e to think
on a problem of concern to all.
2. To discover some of the basic facts
concerning vocational opportunities for
Negroes in the state.
3.

To discuss the following problems:
a. The farm program does not seem
to be helping the Negro tenant
farmer.
b.

In many sections of the state
the Megro land owner is losing
his land.

c.

The depression has placed many
types of work, formerly done by
Negroes, into the hands of white
people.

d.

The Negro group as a whoJ.e is in
an econanic jam. What can be
done to help solve this problem?

In l.931, the first questionaire compiled by the
conference was sent to seniors of all accredited four
year Negro high schools. At this time the startling
fact that approximately 50 per cent of these students
lBullock, H. A. (ed.) Proceedings of the Seven:!e'h
Educational Conference. P• 7.
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were desirous of becoming teachers was revealed.

This

was a significant discovery, particularly when it was

checked against the fact that only l.. 7 per cent of these
students wished to follow agriculture.

These and other

relevant figures pertaining to occupational choices
appear in Table I .
In 1932 two other interesting facts came up for
attention.

It was revealed t.hat a very low percentage

of these students were influenced in their choices by
teachers, and that nearly half of these students apparent-

ly made their choices quite independent of outside help.
The figures on these influences appear in Tab1e II .
In the years of 1933 through 1935, other facts became significant.

sufficient study had been made for the

facts to becane significant by virtue of their constant
reappearance.

For the first time it became fait,y certain

that four things were happening.

In the first place, it

is obvious that students are not selecting the occupations
of their parents.

This contrast is pointed by a canpari-

son of Table III with the preceding table.

Secondly, the

occupations are selected in fields that are either crowded
or they are of such professional nature that extensive
preliminary training is necessary.

When we canpare this

condition with the parents• ability to supply the student
with this training the situation appears tragic.

In the

ll

TABLE I
PERCENTAGE filSTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONAL CHOICES OF ?1 029
SENIORS OF ACCREDITED NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS IN TEXAS, .1931-

19361

Choice of
occupations

1930 i.§31 1932 l93319341935
19311932 1933 1934 1935 1936

Teacher
No Choice
Dentist 2 Pharmacist,

48.0 ~.6 39.2 24.0 19.l 24.0
ll.3 12.1
8.2
3.0 2.0

Physician

Camnercial
Trained Nurse
Musician
Miscellaneous
SeBmstress
Government Service
Agriculture Demonstrator
Lawyer
Beautician
Undertaker
Cook
Minister
Fanner
llechanic

Carpenter
Tailor
Engineer
Social Worker
Newspaper Work
E1ectrician
Stage

Danest.ic Service
Writer
Painter
Millinery
Aviator

9.811.2
5.9 8.3
5.8 9.0

4.6 1.3

3.0 1.s
2.s 2.0
2.5 1.2 ·

1.1

0.6

1.0
1.0

l.Bullock, H. A.

o.6

0.2
0.2

1.2

0.1
o.3
1.6
3.0
1.0
2.0
o.s
2.0
o.5
1.0
o.4
1.5
0.4
0.2
0.3 1.0
1.0
o.3
4.2
0.2
0.3
0.2

0.2

Plumber

Artist and Architect
Toi:a1s

2.0
1.2
3.0
1.6

s.o

0.3
1.0

Brick Mason

Librarian

3.5

1.4 7.0
1.0 o.4

0.l

1.4 1.3
1.2 1.3
1.1 6.0

0.3

1.1 ll.O
2.0 1.a

3.5 4.3
o.6 1.0
1.0 1.5
3.0 8.3
2.8 5.2
6.2
0.4

1.7 1.0

o.s
o.4

s.2 9.4 1.2 1.0
24.6 10.2 4.0 9.0
6.2 15.0 13.4 ll.6

o. 2

4.9

4.2
1.s

1.2

7.0
2.6
1.0

o.a

0.9
3.6
3.6

1.3

o.4
o.6

o.s
0.6

0.2
0.4

0.l

o.a o.3
o.4 o.a 0.2
o.6
o.s
1.0
lo2

1.6

100,0100,0 100,0100,0100,0100,o
(ed.) Proceedings of the Seventh

EdUcational Conference, Table xxx.Vf. P• 89.
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TABLE II
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBJTION OF SOURCES FRQI

VIHI CH STUDENT RECEIVED I~JCEl-

Source of
Influence

1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 l93S
1931 1932 1933 1934 l.935 1936

Themselves • • • • •
Other People • • • •
Parents • • • • • •

40.5 42.l 42.0 42.0

49.0

41.3

9.7

20.7

18.4

18.0 32.6 19.6

26.7

o.o

5.7

5.7

7.0 15.7

5.0

7.9

o.s

o.o

o.o

23.7 18.0 25.0
23.5 22.7

Relatives •

• • • •

6.5

Teachers

•

• • • •

5.8 13.1

Ministers •

• • • •

o.6

Totals

3.5

7.5

o.o

• • • • 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Bullock, H. A. (ed.) Proceedings of the Seventh
Educational Conference, Table XXXVII. p. 90.
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TABLE

nr

PERCENTAGE filSTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONS OF
PARENTS OF 8 1 029 HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS, l.930-19361
6ccupations

1930

1931

1931 1932

Semi-skilled Canmon
and Domestic Labor
Farming
Teaching
Ministry

Business
Skilled Mechanics
Trained Nurse
Dentistry & Medicine
Law
Seamstress
Beauty culture
Caf'e Operator
Tailoring
Government service

Totals

1933 l934 l935
1933 1934 1935 1936

1932

50.0 42.0 30.3 f!l.3 60.0
41.5 38.0 37.2 'Zl.O 25.5
5.8
6.1 4.4
5.0
4.6
4.5
1.4
2.2
1.6
3.4
5.2
5.0
0.1
0.1 4.3
1.5
0.6
1.3 7.1 o.3
1.1
0.2
0.3
o.6
1.3
1.0 0.6 0.3
0.2 o.s
o.o o.o o.o
0.2
2.8 4.0
3.3
1.1 0.1
o.6
o.o
1.0 o.o
0.2
1.0 0.1
2.0
0.4 0.3

56.5
24.1
4.6
2.3

o.s

3.9
0.3
0.7

o.o
2.0
o.6
o.s

1.2
2.5

100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Bullock, H. A. (ed.) Proceedings of the Sevent.h
Educational Conference, Table XXJN. P• 1!!l •
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third place, these choices are consistent throughout the

years surveyed.

This fact indicates that the students•

attitudes are not being changed.

This is substantiated

by the fact that the evidence indicates that teachers,
parents, and other public and private agencies have very
little influence in guiding students vocationally.
In view of these findings the inevitable conclusion
is that there is a persistent need for vocational guidance in the educational program for Negroes in Texas.

CBAPrER ll
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE TODAY
The basic aims of guidance are to stimulate and
help the student to set up worthwhile achieveable purposes and to develop abilities which will make it possible for him to achieve his purposes.

A vocational guid-

ance program, as pointed out in the previous chapter,
should provide the incentive for individual students to
become aware of abilities, desires, interests, needs, and
patterns of life and conduct.

It should help these

students to make proper adjustments.
The EXtent of Vocational Guidance in the
Secondary Schools of the United States
To obtain data for a study which was undertaken for
the purpose of determining the status of vocational guidance in the public high schools of the United States, one
author sent questionaires to 433 representative high schools
scattered over the entire nation.
were returned.

Two hundred and two

Ninety-five qut of the two hundred and two

reported no vocational guidance programs.

Fifty-seven had

a definitely organized vocationa1 guidance department, and

fifty had partial guidance programs.

Less than seven years

was the longest time for guidance in all schools reporting,

save one, which had twenty years of guidance work. Expenses
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for operating these programs ranged fran fifty dollars
to fifteen hundred dollars.

Educational requirements

:for workers were the same as :for the ordinary teacher.1
This study gives a good picture of vocational guidance in the United States as a whole, for the data here
presented were gathered from schools geographically distributed over the nation.
In another study made by Koos there were included
:forty-seven junior high schools; :fifty-two six-year
schools, that is, those including junior and senior high
school grades; seventy senior high schools, those including the last three high school grades only; and one hundred sixty-seven four year high schools. 2
These 336 high schools of various types and sizes
were spread geographically over 44 states and the District of Columbia.

The evaluation of the guidance

practices concerning this study Koos states: 3
Admission should be made at the outset that
evaluation .of guidance practices has nowhere been
carried as :far as is desirable. Many have been too
recently devised to pennit investigative appraisal.
To the critics who contend that practices should
not be introduced in the schools until they have
been evaluated, the answer must be that evaluation
can hardly precede introduction.
1Grant, Boston P. op. cit., p. 10.
~oos, Leonard V. and Kefauver, Grayson N. Guidance
in Secondary Schools. pp. 23-24.
3Ibid., P• 23.
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The Meed for Vocational Guidance
in Negro Schools
Since work occupies approximately one- half of the
waking hours of the average individual, it should, as

far as possible, represent the active expression of the
individual's whole personality.

In view of this

im,.

portant fact, careful study should be given by those
interested in vocational guidance, to all problems involved in vocational activity.

Organized educational

and vocational guidance are needed to provide the individual with experiences which will help him to decide
upon the course of action necessary for his vocational
adjustment.
Another type of evidence supporting the need for
guidance in the schools is the fact that programs fostered by those v,ho would exploit the demand for guidance
are able to thrive .

Among those who profit from such

exploitation are phrenologists and so- called ttcharacter
analysts".

Guidance programs which were carried no
further than to discredit these would be helpfu1. 1
Of all the races in America, the lfegro race needs
the most scientific and valid method of planning its
vocational and material achievements f or the future .
Most of us will agree that the general economic and
vocational status of the Negro race is very much lower

18

tJ.lan it should be .

The first factor that has figured

in the vocational plight of the Negro is the fact that.
Negroes, in general, have not had democratic opportunities to learn and to earn.

The second reason rests

upon the fact that , in many instances, Negroes have
failed to make the best use of the opportunities which
they have had. l

l Everett.

2l2

ill•

PP• 19- 20.

CHAPrER III

SURVEY OF THE GRAWATES AND DROP-OUTS
OF THE ANDERSON HIGH SCHOOL

No phase of the current attitude of the professiona1ly

minded teacher toward his work is more significant

than the increased concern shown for the success of his
pupil.s aft.er school days are past. This concern is not
limited to the academic achiev:ement of his pupils, 'but
recognizes the significance of a happy home life, effective citizenship, participation in wholesome recreation,
physical and mental health, wise choice of an occupation,
and personal well being. The measure of the extent to
which the modern high school meets its obligations is
the ability of its graduates to make the satisfactory
adjustment to the complex and varied relationship in
which they find themselves upon their exit from school. 1
It is with this concern in mind that the writer
chose to attempt to outline a plan for a guidance program in the high school in his city.

It is hoped that

this work will encourage the administrators to become aware of the need of such a program.
Even if a school has no trained counselors it should
do its best in providing f'or the guidance needs of its
students.

It cannot afford to ignore these needs and there-

1Johnson, E.G.

P• 3.

Administering the Guidance Program.
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by continue to perpetuate a hypocrisy in professing to
train its students for life.

Since the year in ·which

Frank Parsons inaugurated the vocational guidance move-

ment through his Vocations Bureau in Boston in 1908 the
guidance function has shown a pronounced developnent.
Presentation of Data
In order to present a canplete picture of the present
occupational status of the graduates and drop.outs with
which this survey is concerned, data will be presented on
the amount and type of schooling of which these students
have availed themselves beyond that of the Anderson High
School.

Vlhat vocations they expect to go into and their

present jobs; their present employment status, including
the methods by which they secured their jobs, and their
present weekly V1ages; and, finally, their marital status
will follow.

As may be seen in Table IV, of the 101 students surv eyed, 44 have not attended school since leaving the Anderson High School.

Of this number 22 ,,ere graduated and

22 are drop.outs; 18 of the 44 were boys and 26 were girls.
Seven of the 101 (two graduates and five drop.outs) have
had 1ess than one year additional schooling.
ber, two were boys and five were girls.

Of this nwn-

Twenty-one students

have had one year of training, 18 graduates and 3 droi>-outs.

TABLE IV

ADDITIONAL SCHOOLING OF 101 GRADUATES AND DROP-OUTS
AFT.!!i.R TILlY L!J!,T iili.J.iillSON HIGH SCHOOL, AUSTIN
Grou) I
Additional Schooling
No additional schooling after leaving
high school

Girls
Gr Do

Grou12 .Ll
Boys
Girls
Gr Do
Gr Do

2

6

6

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

Gr
~o~

2

Less than 1 year
1 year

3

More than 1 year
but less than 4
years

5

College graduate
Served in Armed
Forces

7

2

3

4

1

1

1

1

1

3

4

4

8

5

1

1

7

1

5

1
7

4

1

4

Grou12 I I I
G rls
Boys
Gr Do
Gr Do

1

*Gr - Graduates
!Do - Drop-outs
I:\)

I-'

In this number there were 12 boys and 9 girls.

Of the 18

students who had completed more than one year of college

training but less than four years, 18 were graduates and
none were droP-OUts.
nine are girls .

Of this number nine are boys and

There was found to be seven students who

had graduated fran college, one boy and six girls.

Approx-

imately 20 per cent of the students surveyed had spent

trca 18 months to four years in the Armed Forces. E1even
of the number were graduates and nine were drop..outs mak-

ing a total of twenty to answer the call to service for
his country.
The figures in Table V reveal. that of the 101 stu.dents surveyed 45 of them have not attended school on any
kind.

This number represents 23 graduates and 22 drOP-OUts.

Of tbi s number 18 were boys and Z'l v1ere girls.

Nine have

attended a trade school, this includes three graduates
and six drOP-0\.lts; five of these are boys and four are
girls.

Nearly one-ha1f or 42 of the students surveyed have

attended a degree granting college.
graduates and tv,o are drop-outs.

Forty of these are

It is surprising to note

that 21 of those who attended college are boys and 21 are
girls.

TvJo of the graduates have or are attending a pro-

fessional school, one of these is a boy and the other is

a girl.

Three of the drop-outs that are still in the

Armed Forces are attending a school provided by the Army.

TABLE V

TYPE OF FURTHER SCHOOLING OF 101 GRADUATES MD DROP- OUTS OF
AND~SON HIGH SChOOL

Scboolin12:

LrrouE I
B~y s
G rls
Gr
Do~ Gr Do

Grou:12 Il.
Boys
Girls
Gr Do
Gr Do

None

3

3

5

1

1

2

1

1

Types of Further

Trade School
Degree gr anting
college
Professional college
Other

7

1

6

1

1

1

2

6

7

1

1

4

9

2

Grou:12 11 1
Boys
GLrls
G:r .uo
Gr Do
2

4

8

7

1

1

6

5

1

*Gr - Graduates
~Do - Drop-outs

N
vi
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In Table VI may be seen the types of work expected
to be engaged in by 61 graduates and drop.outs; it was
f'ound that 40 were still undecided on this point. Twentyeight graOuates expected to be engaged in professional
work (14 boys, 14 girls) .

There were

l.O

students that

expected to be engaged in c1erical work; of' this number
seven are gradlates and three are droP-outs, three are
boys and seven are girls.

Skilled occupations were an-

ticipated by 16 students (7 graduates, 9 drop-outs), of
which 10 were boys and 6 were girls.

The unexpectedly

small number of four students anticipated entering domestic senice.

Of this number three are graduates and one

is a drop-out, two are boys and two are girls.

Only

boy who is a graduate is expected to enter farming.

one
Two

boys of which both are drop-outs are expected to be engaged in a military career.
Of the 101 students surveyed, it was found that a
little less than 50 per cent or in round DllDlbers 49 of'
them are employed, see Table VII.
in school. or married.

The rest of them are

It was found that 31 of the 49

students employed are engaged in domestic service; 19
are graduates and 12 are drop-outs, of these 13 are boys
and 18 are girls.

Five are in a trade or service occu-

pation; three are graduates and two are drop-outs, four
of these

are boys

and one is a girl..

TABLE VI
TYPi Ol!, 1JOilli. EXPJ:CT..:!.D TO ENT.till BY 1 0 1 GRADUAT~S

.AND DROP- OUTS O~· ANDER~ON HI GH SCHOOL

Type of Work
Expected to Enter

erO:rou E I
Boys
Gi r l s
Gr.,., Do! Gr Do

Pr ofessional

5

Cl e ri cal
Skilled

1

Domestic Service

1

Farming

1

Undecided

1

Armed Forces

rr

G:
(jrou;e III
Gi r l s
Gr Do
Gr .uo
5

G:
Gr ou D r!
Gi r l s
Boys
Gr Do
Gr Do

2

4

3

2

2

1

2

l

4

B< VS

1

2

2

3

9

9

1

2

1

2

2

2

2

3

:i

5

1

4

5

4

1

l

2

1

* Gr - Gr aduates
~

Do - Drop- out s

ti,
(Jl

TABLE VII
PRESENT OCCUPATION OF 49 GRADUAT.li:~ AND DROP-OUTS OF
.ANDirnSON HIGH SCHOOL
Grou12 I
Present Qccupation

~
Gr
Vo~

Domestic service

3

Trade and service
OCCU:f8 tion

1

Girls
Gr Do

1

4

2

Grouo II
Girls
Boys
G~ Do
Gr Do

1

Clerical

1

Other

1

1

~o
Gr
1

3

III

Girls
Gr Do
7

4

l

2

1

Skilled

Professional

2

3

Grouo

2

2

l

1

2

1

1

*Gr - Graduates
~Do - Drop-Outs
N
Q)

TABLE VIII
PRESENT EMPLOYMENT :;jTATU.::i OF 101 GRADUATEd AND DROP-OUTS
OF AND.&RSON HIGH SCHOOLl

Present .!£mployment
Status

Grou:e I
Bovs
Girls
Doi G,. Do
Gr1

Employed full-time

3

Employed part-time

2

Groun II
G rl~
Boys
Gr De
Gr Do

5

1

4

5

2

3

1

1

l

l

Doing housework at
home, not seeking
employment

7

3

Unemployed and not
going to school

1

1

Going to school fulltime

4

1

6

2

Groun I I I
Boys
Girls
G1 Do
Gr Vo
2

4

5

2

2

2

2

3

1

5

1

1

1

7

4

1

lEight of these students are going to school full-ti.me
time jobs.

1
4
and

7

also have part-

ti:)

-.:J
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Six are engaged in a skilled occupation; three are

graduates and three are drop..outs, four are boys and
2 are girls.

One boy, a graduate, is employed as a clerk.

One girl, a graduate, is engaged in a profession.

Three

boys are in the Armed Forces, one is a graduate and the
other two are drop..outs; two girls, both graduates, are
doing part-time office work and stenographica1 work.
Tab!.e VIII is concerned with the present employment status of the 101 graduates and droP-outs surveyed.

It will be noted that eight of these are going to

school full-time and are holding or working on part-time
jobs.

Thirty-four students, approximately one-third, have

full-time jobs; 21 are graduates and 13 are drop..outs, of
this number 19 are boys and 15 are girls.

Fifteen are

working on part-time jobs; 9 are graduates and 6 are droPouts, 6 of these are boys and 9 are girls.

Fourteen, all

girls, are doing housework at home and are not seeking
employment; seven of these are graduates and seven are
drop-outs.

Six are unemployed and not looking for work

and are not in school.; one is a graduate and five are dropouts, one boy and five girls.

Forty students are attend-

ing school full-time; l.9 are graduates and 21 are drop..
outs, 26 are boys and 14 are girls.
The method used in seeking the present employment
appears in Table IX.

Twenty-four students (14 graduates

TABLE IX
METHOD USED TO SEEK PRESENT EMPLOYMENT BY 49 GRADUATES
AND DROP-OUTS O.!! ANDERSON HIGH SC'riOOL

Method Used to Seek
Fresent Emplovment

urouo I
G rls
B~ys
Gr Do~ Gr Do

Relative or friend

3

l

3

2

Grouo I.1.
B,vs
Girls
Gr Do
Gr De
3

2

1

Grouo I I I
Bovs
Girls
Gr Do
Gr De
2

2

2

3

2

3

Fri vate agency
Public agency

2

Personal application

1

Other

4

2

3

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

*Gr - Graduates

~Do - Drop-outs

[\:,

tD
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and 10 drop..outs) secured their present jobs through
some member of the family, other relative, or adult
friend.

Of this number 13 are boys and ll are girls.

Seven students were placed by public agencies; four
were graduates and three were drop..outs, five boys and
two girls .

Eight students were employed after personal

applications were made.

Of this m.unber four are grad-

uates and four are drop..outs, three are boys and five
are girls.

Ten students (8 graduates and 2 drop..outs)

secured their jobs through no particular effort on the
part of anyone except themselves, that is, they are
either working for themselves or employed by their parents.

Of this number four are boys and six are girls.

Table X presents the weekly wages for the 49 students who are currently employed.

Six students ( 5 grad-

uates and 1 drop..out) are earning not less than five
dollars nor more than ten dollars per week; of these one
is a boy and five are girls.

Twenty-eight students (18

graduates and 10 drop-outs) are earning a weekly salary
of not less than eleven dollars nor more than twenty
dollars per week.
teen are girls.

Eleven of these are boys and sevenEarning salaries of not less than twenty-

one dollars nor less than thirty dollars weekly, there
are 10 students (4 graduates and 6 drop-outs); of this
number eight are boys and two are girls.

Four students

TABLE X
PRESENT V{E:i!:KLY SALARY OF 49 GRADUATES AND DROP- OUTS OF
ANDER80N HIGH SCHOOL

Present 1Veekly Salary

Grou::, I
Boys
Girls
Gr~ Do~ Gr Do

- ~1 0

1

$11 - i20

2

$21 - ~30

1.

i31 - 440

1

~5

1

1

1

6

1

Grouo I.1
G rls
Bovs
Gr Do
Gr Do

Grou12 .1.1- I
B::>vs
Girls
Gr Do
Gr Do

1
3

1.

1

2

1

1

1

3

4

1

1

2

1

5

4

1

$ 41 - ~50
~51 - ,160

1

*Gr - Graduates
~Do - Drop- outs

....vi
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(two graduates and two drop..outs) are earning not less
than thirty-one dollars nor more than forty dollars per
week, all of these are boys.

One boy, a graduate, is

earning not less than fifty-one dollars nor more than
sixty dollars per week.
The marital status of the 101 graduates and drop.
outs is shown in Table XI.

Of the 68 students who are

single ( 48 graduates and 20 drop..outs) 34 are boys and
34 are girls.

Of the 29 married (20 graduates and 9 drop..

outs) 7 are boys and 22 are girls.

One boy, a graduate,

is separated; of the three divorced, all are graduates,
one is a boy and two are girls.

The main part of this chapter was devoted to a presentation of the data of the research.

These findings

may be SUJllllarized as followss

a.

Approximately 44 per cent of the 101 graduates

and drop.outs had no further schooling after they left
Anderson High School.; of the 53 students that did attend school after leaving Anderson High School, 42 of
them attended a degree granting college; 20 boys of the
48 surveyed served in the Armed Forces.
b.

Slightly less than two-fifths of the students

are still undecided as to their permanent vocations.

TABLE XI
MARITAL STATUS OF 101 GRADUATES AND DROP-ourrs OF
ANDERSON HIGH SCHOOL
Gro 1n TT
Bovs
Girls
Gr Do
Gr Do

Marital Status

Groun I
Bovs
Girls
Gr Do! Gr Do

Single

2

2

7

1

8

7

8

Married

3

1

9

3

1

1

4

Separated

1

Divorced

1

l

2

Grou::, 11.r

Bovs
Gr Do

Girls
Gr Do

7

5

13

3

1

3

3

l

*Gr - Graduates
iDo - Drop-outs

vJ
vJ

34

All 28 of those who expect to enter a profession are
graduates and they are equally distributed between the
boys and girls .

Approximately 62 per cent of those ex-

pected to enter a skilled occupation are boys.

~t of

the 49 now employed, 3:I. are occupied in dcmestic service.
The amazing discovery-was that only 4 of this 31 are e~
pected to remain in that occupation.
c.

Forty-nine per cent of the 101 students survey-

ed are employed; of the 49 per cent employed, 34 per cent
are employed full-time and 15 per cent are employed parttime.

Only about 6 per cent are unemployed and not going

to school. Approx~nately 40 per cent of those surveyed
are attending school full-time.
d.

Of the 49 students employed one-half of them ac-

quired their employment through relatives or friends.

Only

one-seventh received employment through an agency of any
type.

The others were employed through personal applica-

tion or other sources.
e.

The salary scale, on the whole, was seen to be

somewhat lower for drop-outs than for graduates; lower
for girls than for boys.
f.

Sixty-eight of the group are still single, while

only 29 are married.

Approximately one-eighth of the group• s

marital status indicated serious mal-adjustments.

CHAPrER IV

A PROPOSED VOCATIONAL
GUIDANCE PROGRAM
The growth of an organized guidance movement has
expanded along with the expansion of the educational system to meet the needs of an urban and industrial people,
as well as a rural and agricultural people.

At present,

the social and economic problems are so canplex that few
parents are competent to give the needed advise.

The

church no longer holds the place in the life of the community which it once held in which the minister acted as
the adviser of youth.1
Many different kinds of guidance are mentioned by

writers in the field.

An examination of the lists of the

different kinds of ~idance, reveals that vocational and
educational guidance appear on all the lists. Recreational
guidance appears on all lists under its o-vm name or that
of leisure time guidance.2 The writer is concerned primarily with vocational guidance .

The need for this type

of guidance in schools has been pointed out in a previous
chapter.

lProctor, VTi1liam tr. Educational and Vocational
Guidance. P• 6
ijleyers, Qll• ill•, P• 15.
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Organization of the Program
In light of the data presented in the preceding
chapter, the writer is convinced of the need for a
vocational guidance program in the Anderson High School.
However, seeing the need for such a program does not
necessarily mean that the present program of studies is
unsuited for the pupils, but it does imply that the
present program should be altered so as to include a
vocational guidance program.
Vocational guidance does not mean the mechanical
pigeon-holing of young people into specific vocations.
It implies the stimulating, informing, and guiding pupils for independent study and decisions to be made after
they leave high school.

The high school can perfonn its

duties in this respect by1

(1)

helping the individual

choose an occupation, (2) helping the individual prepare
for an occupation, (3)

helping the individual enter an

occupation, and (4) helping the individual progress in
an occupation.

The remainder of present chapter is con-

cerned with considerations pertaining to these four types
of activity.
Every teacher does some degree of guidance whether
he is conscious of it or not.

The majority of teachers

want to add more of this personal phase of their teaching.
To do this, they wish to plan an organized guidance
activity for their students.

There is saneV/hat greater insistence upon special
experience and training in the case of those who are in
charge of vocationa1 guidance.

Each teacher should, of

course, assume sane responsibility for vocational guidance, but the idea1 situation ca1ls for a highly trained
director and such assistants as are necessary. This
counselor should be trained in econanics, psychology,
and sociology as well as methods, principles, and theories
of vocational guidance. He needs information concerning
child labor laws and the possibilities, requirements, and
trends in the various occupations or vocations.

other

assets are a background of successful teaching and occupational experience, and close relations with business and
professional agencies.

The vocational counselor should be

sympathetic and should have a keen sense of humor because
these qualities encourage boys and girls to bring him
their problems. He should inspire confidence in pupils,
teachers, and camnunity, and should help pupils and parents
to evaluate vocations in terms of personal develoi;:inent and
service to society. 1
The School Board may not be willing to hire a specially trained vocational guidance man until the program
is v1ell under way.

The principal could appoint, in the

meantime, sane member of the school staff to head up a
3-Maxwell, c. R. and Kilzer, L. R.
Administratioh. PP• 261-2

High School.
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camnittees made up of one member fran each of the ten departments in the school tp :f'onnulate a program of guia,..
ance in the school.

This ccmmittee would in turn appoint

sane member of the faculty to be responsible for the following services:

(1)

counseling service, (2) vocational

preparatory service, (3)
up service, and (5)

placement service,

research service.

(4)

follow-

Each teacher will

be responsible, to a degree, to take a part in the program
of guidance.
Helping the Individual Choose an Occupation. The first
step in any scientific vocational guidance program is to
help the individual choose an occupation.

It is sanetimes

wrongly assumed that each person is fitted for some partic-

ular vocation into which it is the duty of the school to
steer him, and that he is unfitted for other work.

Every

person who has at least average ability and good health
is capable of success in more than one occupation. A
sound mind and a sound body make it possible for an individual to acquire readily the special knowledge and skills
necessary for many vocations.

Interests and aptitudes

sometimes lie dormant because they hav e not been aroused
properly.
The high school has not undertaken the important job
of providing pupils with occupational information with
the definite purpose of aiding them in deciding what to
do when they leave school.

The majority of those who
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enter employment before reaching the age of seventeen
are still obliged to do so viith pitifully meager information concerning the possibilities and demands of the
occupations which are open to them.

The school and

parents are often guilty of regimenting the children
entirely too much.

It is generally true that the

vocations in which children will engage are approximately
the same social and economic levels as those in which
the parents engage, alt.hough the vocations may differ
somewhat. 1 Vocational self-inventory should receive much
attention.

Children are told too much, and are given too

little opportunity to explore for themselves.
The fact of individual differences are often ignored,
children differ from one another as well as fran their
parents.

It is more important that the child be given

ample opportunity and supervision in discovering his omi
aptitudes, interests, and shortcanings than it is that he
satisfy certain ambitions of his parents. Misfits rarely,
if ever, succeed.
Counselors should keep clearly in mind the fact that
more admiration for a ce!tain kind of work is by no means
a guarantee of the necessary ability to succeed in it.
One may wish, for example, to enter grand opera or music,
but certain emotional, vocal, and physical qualities will

lBlllloclc, op. cit., P• 7.
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determine very largely the degree of success that can be
attained.

He should study the child to ascertain whether

he is an individualist or whether he works best and is
happiest in teamwork.

If he likes to plan things and if

he takes responsibility well, this characteristic and its
value should point out to him as an aid in selecting his
vocation.
The overcrowding in certain professions should be
brought to light, that is, negative guidance is often as
necessary as positive guidance.

If the teaching profes-

sion, the medical profession, or the engineering profession is overcrowded, the faithful, efficient counselor
will make this fact known.

The unguided child is likely

to enter blind-alley jobs, that is, those that lead nowhere.

If he has an opportunity to learn about many

jobs during after school hours and during vacation, he
will save himself much embarrassment and discouragement
when he finds it necessary to enter work on full t ime.
He may explore various part-time jobs for rather short
periods.

The advantage of this plan comes from first-

hand experiences with many kinds of work.

The counselor

should keep in touch with the out-of-school and vacation
jobs of the child in order to find out how these appeal
to the youth and what degree of success the youth attains
in them, what opportunities they afford for advancement,
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what the conditions of work are, and whether an educational purpose is served. He should confer vtith both the
child and his employer concerning the work.
The plan of giving information about occupations
could be handled through the English classes.
themes and ora1 discussions in class

may

Written

be devoted to

various vocations and to the choice o:f a vocation. The
other teachers may take part in this sort of vocational
guidance in similar or other ways.
A

vocational-information shelf should be provided in

the high school library.
magazines, and books

may

Pamphlets, bulletins, reports,
be placed there.

Coni'erences with

leaders in various vocations are worth while.

Radio pro-

grams are also helpful.
A

course in occupations may play

vocational guidance.

an

important pimt in

Such a course could be given as a

one or two semester course; the first course being taught
in the ninth grade, and another course in occupations
could be taught in the senior year.

The course in occupa-

tions could be taught by the social studies teacher, rut
whenever a special counselor is employed, he should either
teach or supervise this course.

Courses in vocational

guidance, actual experience in various vocational fields,
and close contact ·with several vocations should be among
the prerequisites to teaching courses of this kind.

The
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following are books that are available for courses i n
occupations:l
l.

Brewer, John M.

& Co., New York. 1943.

Occupations Tod~.

Ginn

2 . Chapnan.l Paul \'1. Occupational Guidance.
Turner E. Smith PUb. Co., Atl anta. 1943.
3 . Kitson , H . D. and Lingenfelter, M. R.
Vocations for Boys. Harcourt & co . , New York. 1942.

4 . Kitson 1 H . D. and Lingenfelter, M. R.
Vocations for Girls. Harcourt & Co., New York. 193~.
5 . Kitson, H. D. I Find My Vocation.
Hill Book Co., New York. 1947.

McGraw-

6. Nall , T. O. and Davis , B. H. Jobs for Today ' s Youth.
Association Press, New York. 1941.
These books should be supplemented with pamphlets,
bulletins , investigations, trips, newspaper clippings,
magazine articl es, assi gned readings, and taJJcs with
successful men representing various vocations.
Meyers gives the following headings for the study
of an occupation: 2
(2)

(1 )

Importance of the occupation,

Nature of the work, (3)

Personal qualities needed, (5)

Working conditions, ( 4 )
Preparation needed, ( 6 )

Opportunities for adVancement, (7)
Advantages and disadVantages.

Compensation, (8)

This outline should not

only serve the needs of the individual pupil who is studying with care a few occupations , but should serve many of
lyoore , Mattie R. Book List for High School
Libraries. p. 12.
~eyers , op. cit. , pp . 111-12
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them well in life when, because of technological changes
in industry or for other reasons, they find it necessary
again to choose an occupation.
Helping the Individual prepare for an Occupation.

As

pointed out in Table VII, the majority of the students that
are employed are engaged in a domestic service occupation.
This condition is evidence of the need of an occupationa1
preparatory service in the school.
It will be noted that in the process of helping the
individual choose an occupation, much assistance is incidentally given in preparing for that occupation.

The

teachers who are in charge of the extra-curricular activities, for example, develop leadership and cooperation
among the students.

And, as has been pointed out, work

during out-of-school hours and during vacations may be
used not only to help the pupil choose an occupation but
also to help him prepare for it.

Individual conferences

wit h members of the teaching staff and with leaders in
various vocations, talks in assemblies, reference materials,
guidance notebooks, try-out courses, and courses in occupations may all assist in making preparation for the vocation selected.
The principal could select or appoint the person who
is in charge of the guidance program to administer achievement tests.

These tests may be used as a basis for diag-
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nosis and remedial work .

Weakness brought to light may

be noted and corrected in order to fit the chil d better
for the vocation of his choice.
The courses in Home Economics , Manual Training, Auto
Mechanics, and Typing could be so altered so as to provide for actual work experience while the students are
taking the course.

For example, a student taking the

course in Auto Mechanics could spend one day during the
week actually working in an auto shop.

He would be given

credit for that day in school, that is, he \'lould not be
conside~ed absent :from school.

The purpose of this method

of training is to give the student an overall picture of
the vocation of his choice.
Extensive treatment should be given the vocation
tentatively selected by the child, but too much special.ization in high school may defeat its purpose.

It should

be recognized that no child's preparation for any occupation can ever be completed in high school.

It is a fact

that certain occupations which are good trades at present
may not be good trades when the child is ready to enter
them .

I n this changing industrial and social world a

broad, general education is one of the best vocational.
preparations. Maxwell1 states that:

1Maxwell, op . cit. , P• 284.
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.
Technical proficiency without broad intelligence back of it is a cheap and relatively
valueless commodity. Life consists of more than
preparation for a job. Pupils should be trained
to stand on their ovm feet, to think for themsel~es, to adapt themselves to some extent to
their environment, and also to control their
environment as far as possible . Practically all
high school subjects are, in a way, vocational.
A set of brains as well as a kit of tools should
be possessed by all who would succeed.
Ilelping the Individual Enter An Occupation.

It is

the duty of the Placement Service of the school to be of
aid to the pupil in the entering of jobs.

Great care

should be taken in the selection of the individual to head
up this service in the school because of the contacts that
must be made in having jobs available for the pupils.
Boys and girls trained for particular jobs do not
always find openings for which they are trained; consequently they drift about aimlessly, and frequently they settle

in jobs for which they are not trained.

More careful

attention to the matter of placement on the part of the
high school, and the development of greater confidence in
the school on the part of business and industrial executives
will do much to overcome this condition.
The school _could, whenever possible, place its pupils
in part-time jobs ·where they may continue their education
and at the same time have an opportunity to grow in connection with their work.

Various week-end jobs, a:f'ter
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school jobs, and vacation jobs permit some exploration and
rotation of jobs.

An honest attempt must be made to avoid

blind- alley jobs, those that lead nowhere except to disaPpointment.

Jobs may be secured by young people in several

ways:

througJt helP-wanted columns in newspapers and

(1)

magazines; (2)
tances; ( 3)

by enlisting the aid of friends and acquain-

through the assistance of commercial employ-

ment agencies; (4)

by writing to those who are likely to

need services such as the young people are prepared to enter; and (5)

through the assistance of the school.

No mat-

ter which of these methods is used, the applicant usuall y
finds it necessary to write an application.

The school

can be of much service in training its pupils to write
acceptable letters of application.

suggestions for use

in making personal interviet1s may also be given by the
teachers.
Placement work tends to attract public attention more
than other aspects of the guidance program.

The very nature

of its work requires that it attract attention.

The schoo+

placement office is in a sense the sales organization for
the disposal of the school's product, or for that part of
it vthich does not go to higher institutions for further
preparation.

Through the contacts of placement workers with

industry and business, the prestige of the school system in
the community should be increased and suggestions for improvement of its work as a whole obtained. 1
\reyers, op. cit., P• 295.

--
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Helping the Individual Make Progress in an Occupation.
The placement service plays an important part in aiding the
youth get a good start in his occupational life, but further assistance is needed in making the proper adjustments
and taking advantage of opportunities in the montl.s that
follow employment.

This service has been called follow-

up or adjustment service.

The principal would do well to

incl.ude this service in his program of guidance.
There are two methods used in rendering this service,
the first is to have the youth make reports to the placement office immediately after employment begins, Another
report from the youth at the end of the first month covering a description of his duties, further preparation
needed, how he gets along with his fellov1 workers and the
bosses are required to determine how the youth is making
the proper adjustment on the job.
Another method used is by providing part-time schools,
evening schools, and contiruation schools for the purpose
of rendering service to the former high school pupils who
desire to make progress in their vocation. These schools
may emphasize the newer trends in the various vocations,
and they may stimulate young people to read widely and thus
keep informed concerning new dev elopnents in their
closely related fields or vocations.

O'\m

and
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A vocational guidance program is not canplete unless
it maltes provisions to keep in touch with the former
pupils of the school.

A Suggested Occupational Follow-Up Plan To Be

Used In Schools Contemplating
Guidance Program

A

Vocational.

Same schools may not be able to use the above plan
for setting up a vocational guidance program in their
school, as a result the writer has included this followup plan.
The task of aiding youth to become better adjusted
occupationally is one of the most difficult jobs that confronts the .American secondary schools.

The following is

a plan presented in an effort to help those schools which
are sincerely interested in trying to undertake this very
important duty.

It is not offered as a panacea.

But it

is hoped, if the instructions are followed closely, that
it will be able to accomplish the task of aiding youths
occupationally.
The plan may be difficult for some schools to carry
out, but it is so constructed that it can be flexible to
fit your particular school.

There may be a rrumber of

things included that are of no value to an individual principal, but the entire program is designed so as to be of
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some value in any situation.
The :following are suggestions in carrying out the
program in your school.: l

Using the Post-School Imrentories
1. Distribute inventories to all graduates
and drop-outs who have been out of school approximately one, three, and five years.

2. If the number of school leavers is large ,
the follow-up might be based on a representative
sampling. The three variables, years of leaving,
last year completed, and sex would provide sufficient controls, the other variables being left to
rand am sampling.
3. Distribute inventories to t'V'JO groups only
(one and four years out) instead of to three groups
(one, three, and five years out). Use sampling
methods for large numbers as above.

lirSJe Post-School Inventory can be seen in Appendix A.

Interviewing the Youth.1
.
;. ~efore or parallel with the general
distribution of the inventories, a selected
~ample of the youth are interviewed using the
inventory and the Youth Interview Schedule.
2. After the inventories have been returned1 a sample of those who have returned
their inventories, could be selected and interviewed1 using the Youth Interview Schedule and
referring to the filled-in inventory.
3. The interviews could be carried out as
in 2 except that a smaller group could be chosen
by examining the returned inventories and picking
out one who seemed to need counseling or whose
answers indicate an interesting case.
4. Shorter interviews could be held based
on the inventory alone.
5. Teachers could pay short visits to selected former students and leave the inventories to be
filled in and returned later.
Interviewing the Enployer2
Interviews could be held with the employers of a selected sample of the youth who
returned their inventories, preferably the employers of the youths who have been interviewed.
1.

2. The employers to be interviewed could be
selected from the list of employers rather than
the list of youth. The sample could include important or interesting employers.
3. The employer interviews could be held
each year with a special type of employer, e.g.,
those employing clerical workersi those employing domestic workers, former emp oyers, etc.

½he Youth Interview appears in Appendix B.
21:rhe mnployer Interview appears in Appendix C.
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4. The employer interviews could be hel.d
only on alternate or third years.
5. The employer interviews could be dispensed Vii th entirely until the Plan is well under

way.

Making the Tabulations1
l.. Transcribe all the coded data from t.he inventories to the cards. Fill in the coded school data along the top of the card. Use the cards to make
tabulations and cross-analyses. Use t.he cards as a
means of investigating clues and leads. Ma!1e many
different kinds of sorts and tables.

2. Enter only selected school data along the
top of the card and enter coded inventory data around
the edges. Draw off selected tabulations using fundamental breakdowns on school data. Use cards to
follow out clues and hunches.
3. Dispense with the cards and enter the selected school data on the returned inventories. Separate
the inventories into groups according to the school
data and make tabulations direct ly from the inventories.
4. Same as 3 except make tabulations on selected v ariables only.
5. Disregard school data and make tabulations
onl.y for the group as a whole.
Using the Materials for Post-School Counseling and Placement
1. Fill out the front half of the card for all
school leavers, enter the data from the returned inventories around the edges, use the cards for counseling and placement and have it serve as a cumulative record for all such activities.
2. Do same as 1 above with the exception that
cards be made out for thos e who return their inven-

l.irhi s

card appears in Appendix D.
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tories.
3 . Dispense with the cards, enter school data at top of inventories alphabetically by sex and
year of school-leaving, consult them in counseling
and.placement, and use the back page of the inventories for keeping record of such activities.

Suggested Minimum Program
It is suggested that the questionaire followup, and some sort of youth interviews, even if it
be no more than using the Post-School Inventory as
an interview schedule, be considered a minimum follow-up program each year. V/hether or not the Follow-Up Record Card is used depends upon the extensiveness of the analyses to be made and upon the
possible use of the cards in counseling and placement. The employer interviews and the extension
of the youth interviews should be inaugurated as
soon as possible .
\'/~sin Which the Work Can Be Shared. The
following are suggestions as to how the work involved in putting the plan into operation could
be shared or divided and allocated to various
groups with profit to the participating groups
and reduce burden to all. The individual principal may find additional ways to make the plan
easier to work .
l. An English class can plan and help execute a simple program of publicity.
2 . An other English class can compose a
letter of transmittal. It should of courset be
written as coming from the proper school ofricial.
3 . The office practice class could take aver
the mimeographing of letters and forms .
4 . A less advanced group of comm~rcial students could take aver the job of checking on the
correctness of the addresses.
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5 . Sane of the commercial students under
supervision could compile from the pennanent r ecords the list of students to be fol lowed up.
6 . Members of the senior cl ass could act as
messenge~s in delivering and calling for the questionaires .
7 . Members of the typing cl ass could address
envelopes.
8 . Certain students could act as clerks i n
keeping the records on questionaires taken out and
returned.
9 . Certain energetic seniors could act as
clean- up squads to get in the last few inventories.
10. Sane students could act as clerks in transferring certain data from the inventories to the
follow-up record cards.
11. If percentages are to be calculated, some
mathematics students coul d do them on their slide
rul es .
12 . The mathenatics classes could compute
statistics such as the av erage weekly wage .
13. The beginning mathematics classes could
construct various kinds of charts and graphs to
depict interesting results .
14. Members of the stenography class could
take dovm in shorthand and transcribe the personal follow- up letters sent out .
15. Students could act as messengers in arranging for youth interview appointments .
16 . Faculty members could do the youth interviews .
17. Some faculty member could supervise the
coding of items and transfer of dat a to the Fol l ow- up Record Cards.
18. Faculty members could do t..h.e empl oyer
interviewing.
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19. Same faculty member could be responsible
for arranging for the youth interviews.
20. Same faculty member could be responsible
for arranging for the employer interviews .
21. Students under supervision could make the
sorts and do the counting on the Follow-Up Record
Card.

After the plan has been started many of the difficulties involved in introducing the plan will disappear
once it has been established for a year or so .

A proce-

dure will have been worked out whereby a continuous record of school-lea:vers is kept so that the somewhat
tedious labor of comparing registers for successive years
to build up the list will no longer be necessary.

Nor

will the permanent records, which do not always include
the exact information wanted, have to be gone over to
get the basic data for all the group at once.

The prin-

cipal will make it his business to be aware of the schoolleav-ing intentions of the students in his school .

Before

the youth leaves the permanent data will be entered on
his card.
Then,too, the habit of prompt attention to the inventories can be built up over a period of years.

They

will not seem strange or inquisitive to the youth ·who has
helped deliver and collect them when he was in school, and
who has perhaps already filled out one or two .
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Another excellent way in preparing the way for the
Post School Inventories is to discuss them with the students during their last year in school. Many schools are
doing this in t..rie P?oblems of Democracy class or some
other class.

Each student should have a copy of the Post-

School Inventory in his hand during the discussion.

The

purposes of t..rie survey should be explained in simple terms
to the student and each item on the blank should be discussed.

It might be well to stress the advisability of

each youth keeping a careful record of his various jobs
not primarily for use when filling out application blanks.
Also, when material collected in the follow-up is

used in guidance or class-work, its source should be made
known to impress the students with the importance of the
survey.

CHAPI'ER V

GENERAL SUUMAW , CONCLeSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study contains a brief sketch of the evolution
of vocational guidance.

It traces the vocational guidance

novement in the United States from its beginning at the
Civic Service House, Boston, Massachusetts, when Dr. Frank
Parsons began his work, through its early stages of growth
in Boston Universi ty and the other interested colleges or
universities.
It was round that few high schools have initiated a
well organized vocational guidance program in its schools,
either because of the expense attached or from the lack
preparedness on the part of the teaching staff.

or

Negro

high schools have a greater need tor such a program in
their schools because of greater specialization, new de-

velopments in our social and ·political thinking, and the
increasing urabanization.
The data concerning the graduates and drop-outs over
a period of five years (alternate years of one, three and
five ye-ars) are presented.

These data are concerned with

the amount and type of schooling of Which these students
have availed themselves beyond that of the Anderson High
School; what vocations they expeoted to go into and their
present jobs; their present employment status, including

ffl

the methods by which they secured their jobs, and their
present v1eekly wages; and, finally, their marital status.
A vocational guidance program was offered which contained a vocational counseling service, vocational preparatory service , placement service, and a follow- up service.
An alternate plan was also presented which was a plan for

schools contemplating a guidance program.

This plan con-

tained the method that could be used to follow-up the
gra1uates and drop..outs to determine the extent to which
the school was serving the community in preparing its youth
for life.
Conclusions
The following conclusions are based on the findings
presented in chapter three:
i . Since approximately 53 per cent of these students
have had further fonnal education since they left high
school and 42 per cent of them attended a degree granting
college, a college preparatory curriculum is justified.
2.

Students are not being given sufficient vocation-

a1 information or experiences since 40 per cent of them are
still undecided as to their chosen vocations.
3.

Students expect to engage in vocational occupations

at a higher level professionally and financially than the
survey shows they actually achieved after lea:ving school.
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4.

The employment status of the group as a whole

can be considered satisfactory, although only about 49
per cent of them are working.
are attending school.

Almost all of the others

The fact that only seven of the

group are unel!lployed does not necessarily imply that the
employed are placed most advantageously as befits their
abilities and training.
5.

The fact that one-half of these that are employed

were employed either through a relative or friend is further evidence of the lack of decision and lack of purpose,
and indicates also the need for a placement service as part
of the school's program.
6.

Since 31 of the 49 that are employed are employed

in a danestic service occupation is sufficient evidence of
the need of a vocational preparation service in the school.
7.

The salar y scale indicates that slightly higher

wages are paid in proportion to more advanced education,
and that all possible effort should be exerted to cut down
the number of droP-outs and to encourage these peop&e to
at least finish high school.

This will be effected when

more emphasis is placed on the vocational qualities of the
curi--i culum, as mentioned in "6" above under conclusions.
8.

Although the marital difficulties or the lack of

marriage of about three-fifths of this group may not be
seen directly to have a relationship to a vocational guidance program, the theory may be advanced that proper
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vocational guidance and a counseling service will aid in
helping the individual to adjust himself more happily to
many aspects of his every day life and contacts, which

may in turn improve his chance for a successful marriage.

Recommendations
In the light of the preceding conclusions, the follow-

ing recommendations seem defensible:
1.

That the present college preparatory curriculum

of Anderson High School be altered so as to indlude more
vocational types of experiences and preparation.
This will not only serve better to prepare its youth
for the actual experiences they are likely to have to face ,
hut should also help to retain students, thereby lowering

the number of droP-outs and raising the number of graduates .
2.

That the vocational opportunities of the community

be surveyed, so that vocational counseling will be able to
point out the opportunities that do or do not exist in the
home community.
3 . That the school set up a placement service, either
independently, or in connection with some already established.

Other services it offers may be drawn into harmony to

benefit the student as completely as possible .
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4.

That foll<W1- up studies be made periodically to

determine the needs of the students and to ascertain to
what extent the students fit their particular jobs.
5.

The guidance organization be considered at all

times a living, growing thing; never static, but always
moving toward a smoother, fuller attainment; changing in
accord with the social situations which it reflects and
the educational standards it hopes to perpetuate.
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The Post School Inventory

Form A A

IIIIIII
2

3

4

5

6

The Implementation Commiuion of the Na tional Auodation of Secondary-School Principal•

POST-SCHOOL INVENTORY
Present
Address

Mr.
~ ame Mrs.•
Miss
• Married Girls
Phone

Street and Ntimber

( Print in capitals)

City

(Write maiden name here)

State

Date

(Date this is filled in)

(If no phone, write "none")

Directions: Please answer the following questions carefully. Most of the questions can be answered by placing
a check "X" in the appropriate square. On some the answers will haYe to be written. These
questions can be answered in one or two words or a few short sentences. Please write plainly.

All replies will be treated as strictly confidential.

l. What ia your preaent employment 1tatua?

(Check "X" one)
1 D Employed full-time (:JO or 111ore hours per week)
2 D Employed part-time (less titan :JO hours per
week)
3 D Doing housework at home, not otherwise employed, and not seeking outside employment.
4 D Unemployed, and seeking work
6 D Unemployed, and not seeking work
6 D Going to school full time
7 O Taking compulsory military training
(Under Selective Ser1tice Act)
8 D Serving a regular enlistment in the Army, Navy,
Marines, or other armed forces of the U.S.
!l D Other (Explain) ................................................... .

2. In what employment or placement agen cies are you
now registered, if an:,?
( If ?tot registered in any agency now, iurite "none".)
(1) Name....................................................................... .

Address .................................................................. ..
(2) Name....................................................................... .

Address....................................................................
3. How many months of full-time 1chooling have you
had since you le ft high 1chool? ................... _ _ __

4. At what achoola or college, h ave you studied or tak e n training aince you left high achool, if an y?

NOTE:

Jf you have taken any training since yoit left high school, fill in the followi11g ill/or111atio11 for carh school
from which yoit took work. Be sure to indicate any training you are taki11g at the present time. If you
have not taken any training since leaving high school, cross out the table below and go on to Item 5.
Name of
courae take n

Name and addreu of achoo)

Datea attended

1''rom:

F irst achool attended

To:

--

Second achoo! a ttend ed

-

From:
To:

Reuon for leaving
(If still attending gfre c:cpected dat e
ol lent-ill(!_ illstca<f.l
Check "X" one
Type of
attendance

1 D Full-time
2 □ Part-time
3 O By mail

1 O Full-time
2 O Part-time
3 O By mail

-
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.
I • b h e you held ,,nee
you Ie ft h.' I h ,chool ' includin1 your pr.Hint job, H any?
5. What re gu ar JO • av
•
h
lar jub VOii havt1 hdd ,ince 11ou lcft higA tthool. Be a,
N OTE :

Fill in the follOf!Jing foformntio11 for eac
compl e t e as poss1ble

Name a nd address
of employer
Example: Clover Stores Co.
SSJ So. Main St.
Stockton, Kansas

First Job:

regu

Name of job
o r kind of wo rk

Kind of
buaineu

Retail Grocery

I

Datu
F rom:
Mar. JD..

S11/e, clerk

Jan. JP4()
I-'rom:

--

-C

.

To:
~

Second Job :

-

Olf1r1d betttr job

To:

--

Reaaon for leuinr

-

From :
To:

Third J ob:

-

From:
To:

Fourth Job:

--

-J,' rom :
To:

Fifth J ob:

From:
To:

S ixth J ob ·

From:
To:

Nou:

Continue on the back of this fonn if more space is needed.

6. How many montha of full-time (30 or more hours a
week) employment have you had eince you left hi1h
achool, including month• •erved in the armed forcea
of the U.S. ? ................................................... _ __

NOTE :

I f you do not have a job at present , skip items
7 to 12 and go directly to item 19 at the top of
the next page.

L o n your preteDI
9. H ow m a ny houra a weak do you w or1<
j ob? ..................... ...................... .............. _. ...

(Indicate the avrrage 11umbcr of howr,
vari~ from 11.·erk to week).

1/ t

he~

10. W hat ia your preaent •••r•1• weekly wa1e? -;;;;
.
(Inc l11de extra, 111ch tU tip,,
ce>mmi,,ion
. a' es111 al'f•

lodging, tic. llldicat, avna11• wagu
from Wttk to I/Jilek.)

7. Deecribe briefly the apecific d utiea of your present j ob :

•I

111 fl

11

11. Are you e mployed by a member o yo~r family,
or by
?
f
a friend of your family, or by a relatiH

(Check "X" ant}
1 0 Yes
(E;cplai11) ....................................................
D No

12.
8. Did your employer put you t hro ugh a period of training when you firat • tarted workin1 on your preae t
j ob?
n

1 O Yes. F or how long?

···································

(Describe) ····································································

2 O No

"opeD·
Through what 1ource did you learn about , t b,;,,,
0111)
in s" that led to your p reaeot job 1 (Ch.e,i'
tive
2 D .Member of your family, a f riend or re1a
3 D School authorities
u paid
4 D Private employment agency (to whom yo

5

a fee)

D Public employment agency (such a.s Sta

te EmploY·

ment Service)
a job
6 0 Personal application while loolcing for
.......
7 0 Other (E.cplain) .......•... .........
··············

13. What is your present marital status?

(Check "X" one)
1 □ Single
2 □ l\Iarried
3 □ Other

14. With whom do you live now?

(Check "X" one)

1 O Parents or relatives
2 D Boarding with non-relatives
3 O In own household

4 O Other

(Explai11) ................................................

15. What do you expect ia going to be your rerular occupation?

19. Whic h aubject Ula t you took in high achoo! baa been
of moat value to you in your occupational life aince
you left high achoo!?

Note: By "occ1tpational life" ia meant everything
having to do with getting jobs, doing the work
required on those jobs, deciding and planning
for a life's work, and actually carrying out the
plans fo1· life's work.

··························································································
(If no subject has helped you, write "none" here.)

20. What aubjecb or kinda of education which you DID
NOT HAVE do you now think would have helped you
in your occupational life aince leaving school?

(Be specific, as airplane mechanic or airplane pilot,
not aviation; typiat, stenographer, private secretary,
not clerical. If you al"e still undecided, write "ttndecided" here.)

16. When did you decide definitely on what you now
expect ia roinr to be your regular occupation?

(Check "X" one)
Still undecided
Before entering Senior High School
During Senior High School
Since leaving high school and prior to present
job
4 □ While on present job
5 O Other ( Explain) ............................................... .

OD
1 O
2 O
3 D

21. If there are any aurgeationa you care to make which
might help the achool be of rreater aenice to you or
Ule young people now in the achoo), pleaae write
them here.

17. With whom did you talk at high achoo!, if with anyone, who helped you with your occupational problem,?

··························································································
18. From what aourcea chiefly have you aourht advice
about your occupational problems since leaving achool?

(Check "X" tho,e who have been of most help to you)

0 O No one
1 D Public School officials
2 O A school attended since leaving high school

22. Why did you leave hi gh achoo I?

1 O Graduated
2

O Otner

( Explain) ................................................

3 O YMCA, YWCA, and similar sources
4 O Public employment service agency
6 D Private employment agency
6 O Parents, relatives, or adult friends of the family
7 D Workers on jobs you are interested in
8 O Employer or supervisor
9 O Immediate personal friend
10 O Movies
11 O Reading
12 O Other (Explain) ................................ •···············

NOTE:

Will 11011 kindly check back over the queBtions to make sure that you have indicated or written cm answer for
each question. Be s1tre that your name, address, phone number, and the date this blank was filled in are written
clem·ly on the top of first page.

PLEASE RETURN THIS INVENTORY FORM TO THE HIGH SCHOOL OFFICE AT ONCE.

THANK YOU.

5. What regular jobs have you held since you left high school, including your pr esent job, if any?

NOTE:

Fill in the following information for each regular job you have Itel cl since you. left mgh school. Be
complete as possible.
Name of job
or kind of work

Kind of
business

Name and addren
of employer

a,

Reason f or leavinr

Dates

From:

Example: Clover Stores Co.

R etail Grocery

So. Main St.
Stockton, K ansas
33J

Sales clerk

Mar. 19.JS

To :

Oflered better job

Jan. 191,0

.

From:

Firs t J ob:

To:
--

From:

Second J ob:

To:

-

--

From:

Third J ob:

----

To:

--

Fourth J ob:

From:
To:

- --

From:

Fifth Job :

To:
- From:

Sixth Job·

---

To:

Continue on the back of t his form if more space is needed.

Note:

6. How many months of full-time ( 30 or more hours a
week) employment have you had eince you left hirh
achoo!, including months served in the armed forces
of the U. S.? ................................................... _ _ __

NOTE:

If y ou do not have a job at present, sl..-ip items
7 to 12 and go directly to item 13 at the top of
the ne:.:t page.

9. How many h ours a week do you work on :,our present
job? ................................................................ _ __

(lndicau the average number of hour• if the number
varies from week to week).

10. What is your present ave ra re w eekly wace? -

(Include e:.:tras such as tips, commission, meala,
lodging, etc. Indicate average w agu if wages varv
from week to week.)

7. Describe brieOy the specific duties of your present job:

1 l. Are you em ployed by a membe r of yollll' family, or bt
a friend of your family, or by a relati,re?

(Check "X" one)
(Explain)............................................
O No

1 □ Yes

8. Did your employer put you through a period of traininr when you first started working on your pre sent
job?
1

O Yes. For how long?
(Describe)

2 O No

············································
····································································

·

12. Through what sou r ce d id you learn about the "open)·
ing" that led to your present job? (Che.,k "X" one
2 0 Mem ber of your fa mily, a friend or relative
3 □ School a u t horities
4 0 P rivate employment agency (to whom you paid
a fee)
5 0 Public employment agency (such as State E mployment Service)
6 0 P ersonal applica tion while looking f or a job
7 O Other (Explain) ................................................

13. W hat is your present marital status?

(Check "X" one)
1 □ Single
2 □ l\Iarried
S □ Other

(Check "X" one)
Parents or relatives
□ Boarding with non-relatives
□ In own household
4 O Other (Explaiii) ................................................

14. W ith whom do you live now?

1
2
3

□

15. What do you expect is roinr to be your rerular occupation?

19. W hich sub ject tha t you t ook in high achoo! has been
of m oat value t o you in your occupa tiona l life since
you left high acho o!?

Note: By "occupational life" ia meant everything
having to do witk getting jobs, doing the work
required on those jobs, deciding and planning
for a life's work, and actually carrying out the
plans for life's work.

··························································································
( If no s11bfect has helped you, write "none" here.)

20. Wha t subjecta or kinda of education which you DID
NOT HAVE do yo u no w think would have helped you
in your occupa tional life , ince leaving achoo!?

(Be specific, as airplane ·mechanic or airplane pilot,
not aviation; typist, stenographer, private secretary,
not clerical. If 11ou are still undecided, write "undecided" here.)

16. When did you decide defini tely o n what you now
expect i• roinr to be your regular occupatio n ?

(Check "X'' one)
0 O Still undecided
1 □ Before entering Senior High School
2 □ During Senior High School
S □ Since lea'ling high school and prior to present
job
4 □ While on present job
5 O Other (Explain) ................................................

2 1. If there are any surgeations you care to make which
mir ht help the achoo! be of rreater aen ice to you or
the yo un g people now in the school, please write
t hem here.

17. W ith whom did you talk at hirh ,chool, if with anyone, who helped you with your occupa tional problems ?

18. From what •ources chiefly h a ve you •our h t a dvice
about your occupatio na l problem a aince leavinr achoo!?

(Check "X" those who have been of ·most help to you)
0 O No one
1 O Public School officials
2 O A school attended since leaving high school
3 O YMCA, YWCA, and similar sources
4 O Public employment service agency
5 O Private employment agency
6 0 Parents, relatives, or adult friends of the family
7 O Workers on jobs you are interested in
8 O Employer or supervisor
9 O Immediate personal friend
10 □ Movies
11 □ Reading
12 □ Other (Explain) ............................................... .

NOTE:

22. Why did yo u leave high 1chool ?

1 O Graduated
2 □ Otner ( Explain) ................................................

Will you kindly check back over the questions to make su1·e that you have i11dicated or writte11 a11 ansiver for
each question. Be sure that 11011r name, address, phone number, and the date this blank was filled in are writte1t
cleady on the top of first page.

PLEASE RETURN THIS INVENTORY FORM TO THE HIGH SCHOOL OFFICE AT ONCE.

THANK YOU.
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The Youth Interview

Form BB

The Implementation Commiasion of the National Auociation of Secondary-School Prin cipala

FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
Present
Address

Mr.
Name Mrs.•

(Print in capiro.ls)

Miss

• Married Girls

Street and Number

City

(Write m.ai.den name here)

Date

Phone

State
( Date this is filled in)

(If no phone, write "none")

Name of Interviewer ............................................................ Position
SECTION I.

EMPLOYED YOUTH

(If the youth is employed full or part-time at present, Mk
the questions in Section I relative to his present job.
If thi& section does not apply_ to the youth being interviewed, encircle one of the following statem4nt8 and go
immediately to Section ll.)
1 This youth is unemployed at present.
2 This youth is a housewife.
3 This youth is a full-time student.
1. What do you like mos t and what do you dialike moat
about your preaent job?

Like

Dislike

1

1

2

2

3

3

4
6
6
7
9

4
5
6
7
8
9

10

10

11

11

8

Nothing
Entire job
Certain duties or aspects of the job
(monotony, routine, etc.)
Salary
Fellow worken
Superior or "boss"
Working conditions
Future opportunities
Independence and responsibilities provided
by the job and vice versa
Uncertain
Other (Explain) .................................. ..

3. Do you feel that you can do everyth,nr that ia.
required on thi, job?

1 Yes

2 No

3 Uncertain

4. Do you feel that you will be able to keep tbia job as
long Ill you want it?

1 Yes

2 No

3 Uncertain

5. Do you feel capable of holdin r down a better job
than tbi, one without further training?

1 Yes

2 No

3 Uncertain

2. What thing a chiefly have you learned from your job 7

1
2
3
4
6
6
7
8

Nothing or uncertain
Specific tasks or skills related to job
Has acquired greater skill
To meet and work with people
To be a better, all-round worker
To accept independence and responsibility
About things worked with
Other (Explain) ....................................................... .

6. Do you think you are rettinr paid what you are worth
on tbis job?

Copyri&"ht IS.l by The National A&1oclation of Secondary-School Principal•

7 What are the advantages of this job? Disadvantage,?
• (Duties, tuagcs, working conditions, future oppor-

What have you done to get a job since you have been
unemployed?

timities, age limitations, s pecial employment benefits,

1 Cont acted friends
2 Contacted relatives
3 Contacted school officials or teachers
4 Answered ads in the newspaper
5 Acth·e in commercial employment agency
6 Active in public employment agency
7 Made random personal applications
8 ~fade random written applications
9 Nothing
10 Other (E:i;plain) .......... ..............................................

etc.)

8. Do you belonai to any union?

1 Yes

2 No

12. H ow do you f eel about n o t havinai a job?
9. In what way could the high achoo] have aiven you
better traininai tbat would have made it eas ier for
you to wet and keep your preaent job?

1 In no way

2 Uncertain

13. In wha t wa y could the hia h school have riven you
better trainin g that would have made it easier for
you to get and keep your lut regular job?

1 In no way

2 Uncertain

SECTION II. UNEMPLOYED YOUTH
( A sk these questions of all tmemployed youth, relative to
their last ,·egular jobs.
If this section does not avply, encfrcle one of the following
statements a11d go immediately to Section Ill.)
1 This youth is employed at present.
2 This youth is a housewife.
3 This youth is a full-time student.
10. What do you think ia the main reason you do not
have a job?

1 Economic system is not working well
2 No openings at present
3 Not enough "pull"
4 Doesn't know how to go about getting a job
5 Lacks training for job
6 Hasn't looked hard enough
7 Lacks work experience
8 Will not t ake jobs he can get
9 Has to stay at home
10 Uncertain
11 Other (E:i;plain) ........................................................

SECTION Ill. ALL YOUTH
(These questio11s are to be asked of all 11011th wi'th the
exception of a11y who have 11eve1· had a job or wlw ari
still 011 their first jobs since leaving ,cliool.
If this section clocs not avply, e1icircle one of tile follot1Jing statements a11d go immediatel11 to Section IV.)
1 This youth has never had a job
2 This youth is still on his first job
14. What wa, your chief reason for takin g your first job
after leaving school?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

First one applied for
Job offered to him
k
Only one available and needed or wanted to wor
Liked t he amount of wages paid
t
Gave the most promise of continued employmen
Offered an opportuni ty to learn something
Gave the most promise of advancement
Thought that he would like that k ind of work
Uncertain
Other (Explain) .............................. ..........................

15. Were you employed by a member of your family, a
friend of your family, or by a relatiYe?

1 9 . What are the opportunitiea for you to get a job in
the occupation you expect to enter?

2 No

1 Yes

16. Through w hat source did you learn about the "open•
ing" that led to this job?

2 Member of your family, a friend, or a relative
3 School authorities
4 Private employment agency (to whom you paid

20 . H ow ateady do you think employment in tbi1 occu•
pat ion will be?

a

fee)
5 Public employment agency (such as State Employment Service)
6 Personal application while looking for a job
7 Other (Er plain) ........................................................

2 1•. Will tbia work tend to be unhealthful or dangerous
for you?

1 Yes

2 No

3 Uncertain

17. Did your employer put you through a period of
trainin g or apprenticeship when you firat ,tarted
working on your firat job?

1 Yes (For how long? Describe)
2 No

22• . How much do you expect to earn per year at first
in your chosen occupation?

SECTION IV.

ALL YOUTH

( A 8k these questilms of all youth, with tho exception of
man·ied girls and tho8e undecided on e:cvected occupation.
If the youth already has a job fa his expected occu])atio11
do not a8k the que8tions ma1·ked with, an asterisk (•) •
If thia section does not aJJply e1icircle one of the following statements and draw the• interview to a close.)
1 This youth is a married girl
2 This youth is still undecided as to expected occu-

pation

18· What i, t.h e chief reason why you choose thi1 occupation?

. .
th e legal or otherwi1e,
. 1
23. What apecial restrictions are er •
upon entrance into your expected occupa.bon..
r
H. h school or college gradi1ati(1)1, certain 8ktlls .o
( ig
.
requirements, muon

abilities, pret"io11s e.i:.penence, ag.e
• 1·p, health standards, lwenses, etc.)
members,.

7 What are the advantage• of thi1 job? Di1advantagea?
• (Duties, t11ages, wo1·king conditions, fut;ure oppor-

11. What have you done to get a job 1ince you have been
unemployed?

timities, age limitations, special employment bei~ejits,
etc.)

1 Contacted friends
2 Contacted relatives
3 Contacted school officials or teachers
4 Answered ads in the newspaper
5 Active in commercial employment agency
6 Active in public employment agency
7 Made random personal applications
8 Made random written applications
9 Nothing
10 Other (Ezplai11) ........................................................

8. Do you belong to any union?

1 Yes

2 No

12. How do you feel about not bavin1 a job?
9. In what way could the high 1chool have given you
better training that would have made it ea1ier for
you to get and keep your preaent job?

1 In no way

2 Uncertain

13. In what way could the high achoo! have 1iven you
better training that would have made it ea1ier for
you to get and keep your laat recular job?

1 In no way

SECTION II.

2 Uncertain

UNEMPLOYED YOUTH

( Ask these questions of all unemployed youth, relative to
their last regitlar ;obs.
If this section does not apply, encircle one of the following
statements and go immediately to Section III.)
1 This youth is employed at present.
2 This youth is a housewife.
3 This youth is a full-time student.
10. What do you think is the main r ea1on you do not
have a job?

1 Economic system is not working well
2 No openings at present
3 Not enough "pull"
4 Doesn't know how to go about getting a job
6 Lacks training for job
6 Hasn't looked hard enough
7 Lacks work experience
8 Will not take jobs he can get
9 Has to stay at home
10 Uncertain
11 Other (Expladn ) ........................................................

SECTION Ill.

ALL YOUTH

(These questions a;-e to be asked of all youth wi'th, thi
exception of any who have never had a job or who ari
still on their first jobs since leaving school.
If this section does not apply, encircu one of the fol•
lowing statements and go immediately to Section IV.)
1 This youth has never had a job
2 This youth is still on his first job
14. What waa your chief reaao n for taking your 6rat job
after leavin~ •chool?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

First one applied for
Job offered to him
Only one available and needed or wanted to work
Liked the amount of wages paid
t
Gave the most promise of continued employmen
Offered an opportunity to learn something
Gave the most promise of advancement
Thought that he would like that kind of work
Uncertain
Other (Explain) ......................................... .........

15. Were you employed by a member of your family, a
friend of your family, or by a relative?

1 Yes

19*. What are the opportunities for you to ret a job in
the occupation you expect to enter?

2 No

16. Throurh what aource did you learn about the "open•
inr" that led to thi, job?

2 Member of your family, a friend, or a relative
3 School authorities
4 Private employment agency (to whom you paid a

20*. How ,teady do you think employment in tbi, occupation will be?

fee)
5 Public employment agency (such as State Employment Service)
6 Personal application while looking for a job
7 Other (E:rplain) ........................................................

21*. Will thia work tend to be unhealthful or dangerou,
for you?

1 Yes

2 Xo

3 Uncertain

17. Did your employer put you throuah a period of
traininr or apprenticethip when you fint ,tarted
worlcinr on your fint job?

1 Yes (For how long? Describe)
2 No

22•. How much do you expect to earn per year at fiut
in your chosen occupation?

SECTION IV.

ALL YOUTH

( Ask these q1,e,tions of all yot1th 11Jith the exception of
married girls a11d those 1111decided on expected occupation.
If the youth already has a job in his expected occ1tpatio11
do not ask the question• marked with an asteriak (•) •
If thia section doe, not apply, encircle one of the following statements and draw the illterview to a close.)

1 This youth is a married girl
2 This youth is still undecided as to expected occupation
18. What i, the chief reaaon why you choose thi, occu•
pation?

23. What ,pedal rettrictions are there, leral or _otberwiae,
upon entrance into your expected occupat,on?_

( High school or college groduation, etrta111 skill• _or
abilitiea, pre io 118 uperience, ag.e requirement,, 1rn1011
membership, health standard,, l1cenatl, etc.)

24*. What have you done up to now to get into your
expected occupation?

1 Nothing
2 Contacted friends or relatives
8 Contacted school officials or teachers
4 Answered ads in the newspapers
6 Active in commercial employment agency
6 Active in public employment agency
7 Made random personal or written applications
8 Investigated training possibilities and needs
9 Gone to school for training
10 Tried to get work or do things in chosen or related
field

11 Other (E:i;plai1i) ........................................................

2s•.

How do you feel about not eettinc the kind of work
you want?

26*. If you ,hould find that unemployment or some other
factor should prevent you from gettinc a job in your
expected occupation, what other occupation would
you try to enter?

27. In what way do you feel that you are better off a,
far a, occupational life is concerned than people who
have bad no hieh school tra.miog?

Interviewer'• Comment■:
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The Employer Interview

The Implementation CommiHion of the National Auociation of Secondary-School Principal•

Form CC

EMPLOYER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
Name of Youth ································-·································································· Date.................................................. Interviewer
Last

First

Middle

Name of Employer

Address
Street and Number

Person Interviewed ............................................................................................................................................................................................
1, Job title of youth ..............................

6. (If "Yes" to 5) Wa, it of any value
in helpinir him to get the job?

1 Yes

2. Work done by youth:

2 No

City

State

POiition
11. Doe, he produce work of the amount
and kind that you believe he ,hould?

1 Yes

2 No

16. If buaineu ,bould go downhill would
be be amonir the firat or the laat to
be let iro?

l 7. What determinea your policy here 7

1. (If "No" to 5)
3. How did you happen to hire thi,
youth for thi, job?
a. Because of what quality in par-

Would a letter of
application have made it ea,ier for
him to set the job?

1 Of no value

2 Of some value

12. How quickly did he learn to perform
hi, dutie, relative to the average
employee?

1 Very quickly

1 Seniority of employment

2 Merit

3 Combination of above
4 Other (Specify) ........................ .....

2 In a satisfactory length of time
S Very slowly

ticular?

18, How doea be take criticiam7

8. Did you require him to 611 in any
form, in applyinir for the job?

1 Yes

2 No

b. Because of what source of contact in particular?

9. (If "Yes" to 8) What waa your im•
preHion of hi, efforta7
(Encircle

4, (If tke youth i4 not working for this
employer now.) Why i,n't the youth
workinir here any lonirer?

everything mentioned.)
Good
Bad
1 Neatness
1
2 Legibility
2
8 Accuracy
8
4 Completeness
4
6 Other (Specif11} 6

5. Did he ever ,end you a letter of ap•
plication?

1 Ye11

2 No

10. Doea he follow direction, quickly
and accurately?

1 Yes

13. How long did it take him to learn
bi, job?

14. How well doea he maintain hi, poiae
or aelf-control at bi, work?
1 Exhibits a high degree of self-

control
2 Loses control only occasionally
8 Frequently loses control of himself

15. H . . the youth made the most of hi,
opportunities here? In what way?

2 No

Cop)'rlght 19U b)' The National Assoclnllon or Secondary-School Prlnclpnls

1 Accepts comments in good spirit
and attempts to profit from them
2 Attempts to profit from comments
but shows resentment at criticism
8 Accepts comments in apparently
good spirit but makes no attempt
to profit from them
4 Accepts comments in a disgruntled
way and makes no effort to profit
from them

19. How doea he get alonir with hi, fellow workera?
1 Is popular and respected

Is respected but is not popular
with them
8 Is povular but is not respected
4 111 neither popular nor respected
2

20. Doe, tbia youth have to meet and
deal with cu1tomer1?

1 Yes

2 No

21. (ff "Yes" to !!O) How well doea he
eatabliah relation• with them 7

27. How important. do you conaider attendance aa a factor affectinir the

Meets customers and secures their
good will easily
2 1\leets customers with difficulty but
eventually secures their good will
3 Has no difficulty meeting customers but does not have success in
securing good will
4 Has diftlculty both in meeting and
securing good will of customers

youth'• job atatua?
1 Unimportant
2 Important--for affecting chance

1

22. Doea he have to work with machines
and toola to any conaiderable:extent ?

1 Yes

23. (ff "Yes" to 22)

2 No

for advancement
3. Important-for affecting security
of tenure
4 Important- for affecting wage
status
5 Important-other (Specify) ...•.•••

32. What are hi• proapecu for beina

employed with thia concern for the
next year?

1
2
3
4
5

None
Poor
Fair
Good
Uncertain

33. Do you believe be baa had the right
kind of education, l'eneral or ape•
cific, for tbia job?
28. Has be demonatrated intereat in bia
work?
2 No
1 Yes

1 Yes

2 No

8 Unnecessary

What ones?

34. If not for thi, job, for any job?
24.

(ff "Yes" to

2!!) How well doea be
adjuat himself to their uae and manipulation?

29. Can be be truated to work alone
without auperviaion?

1 Yes

1 Yes

2 No

2 No

1 Handles machint'ry and tools well

and seems to enjoy doing so

35. In what way, if any, do you think

2 Handles machinery and tools well

but in a routine methodical way
3 Seems to like to work with machinery and tools but is not very
successful at it
4 Is successful at handling machinery and tools but dislikes such
work
5 Is unsuccessful at handling machines and tools and dislikes such
work

25. ( If "Yes" to H) How well doea be
obaerve the health and aafety re&"ulationa with respect to the uae of
the machinea?

30. In what waya does he abow an interest
in the aucceu of larger aapecta of

the achoo! could have made him a
more valuable employee?

1 None

the buaineH other than bia immediate
dutiea?

1 In no ways
2 Suggestions made
3 Offer to help when needed
4 Questioning employer
5 Other (Specify) ........................... .

31. How do you regard tho value of
aucb larger intereata?

36. Haa tbia youth bad any in-ae"ice
traininl'? (Describe) ........................

37. Deacription of bu1ineu1

1 A desiralile quality

2 Valuable occasionally
3 Would rather have employees do

just what they are told

26. What kind of an attendance record
baa he maintained?
1 Good
2 Fair
3 Poor

4 Undesirable quality and not wanted

at all

38. Number of employee• in total bualne111

Cenera.\ CornsnenUt
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Youth SUrvey

- ------------

--

Date

l'his survey is being conducted by G. P. Norman to obtain facts regard~,
.J obs from former students. This infornn ti"n will be ustjd to-l'ieJ p th~
0resent and future students with their job planning. Y(lur cooperati,m
ln furnishing the information required below will be grea tly apprcciat~
3d by me o ALL J.NFnR~ATI"N will be regarded CC1NFIDENTIAL; vou will n ~·,t
)0 identified by na.meo
"
PERS<H~L CHARAC 'IERISTICS
1. Sex

---- 2o Age_.;,_ _ _ 3 .

Marital status_ _ _ _._ _ __

4. Date of graduatinn or withdre.v,al from schonl

---------

5 . At the present time, what is your empl0~rment status? (Please

check one only of the following)
Employed
Employed housewife
Unemployed_ student
-

.u ,

Unemployed housewife_ _

PRESENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS ( if your status is Employed nr Empl<"yed
housewife please fill in the follo~ine)
lo Employer or Firm (optional) ___________________
2. Address

---------------.,-..-------------

, . Kind of work (name of occupation)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. Duties (describe in detail) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5. Wages or earnings perrnonth or week

-----·--·- -( specify)_ _ _ _ _--=-----

6. Through which of the fnllowing sources did ynu obtain,·or receive help in securing your job with your present employer :
(check one) Friends ~r relatives
Direct persoml application
Former· employer
Newspaper advertisement
State or
fede-ral employment service
Privuto et'lployment agency
Business college, trade scnoo'I, eta.
Public schools {teacher or placement bureau)_ other (no.me sour•ce )_ _ _ _ _ _ __

-------------- ---- - - Co TRAINING
Ylha t addi ti<"lne.l training have Y"U received since you left high
school?
Dates
School
Type of Course
Degree

--·-------- ----------

~. Did you have specialized training for your present job? Yes_ __
No
If _
"Yes",
where
did
you
obtain
the
tmining
and
what
was
its'riature
___
___
__
__
___
__
____
__
__
__

"
D. EMPLOYMENT
HISTORY
1, Starting your employment career
a. What was your first full-time job?
Employer (Name of firm)
Address

----------------

Kind of work( nari e of nccupa tion)
Duties (describe in detail)

--·-----

-------------·-----

- - ---------

Viages or earnings per month or week

--------------

b. Which of the follnwing helped you secure your first full-time
job? Friends or relatives
Direct personal application
Former employer
Newspaper advertisement
State or recr=
eral employmentservice
· Priva. te emplrrymerira.gency
Business college, tradesooool, etc.
Public Schoo~
(teacher or placement bureau)_ ot~(name source) _____

---·------

20 Complete your employment history (all jobs one month or more)

up to your pre sent job:
Dates
Kind of wo1"lc

_...._....
, .....
t _, .....
. -

Employer

Monthly

WO.[l'".~

" ..;...!..~___
....____._,_._ _- - - -· - -- .., .'\:.

..

'

.

.

\

'

-----. , r.: ·. ----------- ---------- ------------ --------- ---- ------ ------"Ii'

l

..
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